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IT Is  ALMOST IMSVITABLE that  Richard III  should  have had manuscripts
attributed to his ownership on very doubtful evidence. Two of them are
sufficiently interesting and one particularly so, in the  context  of his ownership,
that  the facts deserve to be summarised.

The  Diets  and  Sayings  of the  Philosophers
Lambeth Palace Ms. 265, is a nicely executed manuscript copy of Guillaume de
Tignonville’ s  Dits Moraulx  translated  into  English by Anthony Woodville, Earl
Rivers. Unfortunately there is no evidence  that  Richard owned it (see below), but
since the manuscript has once been linked to him and was closely connected with
several members of his family and possibly contains a contemporary picture of
him, the copy itself and its contents merit  a  brief discussion.‘

The manuscript is unusual in that it appears to be a precise copy of  Caxton’s
printed edition of 1477, even to including all its editorial insertions and
comments. .

The  Diets  and  Sayings  is a late arrival among the many collections of moral
stories and maxims ascribed, often arbitrarily, to ancient philosophers such as
‘Hermes’, Aristotle and Socrates.2 In thirteenth-century France one  such
collection was rewritten for contemporary use and its moral precepts adapted to
give noble readers advice on all aspects of hfe  A  popular redaction was the  Diets
moraulx  des  philosophes,  translated and recast from a Latin version at the end of
the fourteenth century by Guillaume de Tignonville (died 1414), provost of Paris
and  counsellor  of Charles VI.  3 This became the source of  most  English versions in
the next century. Before Rivers’ time it had  been  translated by one unidentified
author and by Stephen Scrope, Sir John Fastolfe’ sstepson. ‘  George Ashby, clerk
of the Signet (died 1475), had worked from the Latin version when he composed
his  Active Policy of a  Prince  for Edward of Lancaster, Henry VI’s son.  5 Caxton
knew the French  book, and his former partner, the Bruges printer Colard
Mansion, printed the  text  at an unknown  date.‘ Rivers apparently embarked on
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his translating project in ignorance of the popularity of the  book, its many
French editions and its English translations; he wrote in his prologue; ‘whyche
book I had never seen before, .  .  . .  and at last concluded in myself to translate it
in to thenglyssh tonge wiche in my jugement was not before’.7 He says he first
came across it at sea during his pilgrimage to Santiago in 1473, when it was shown
to him by a Gascon gentleman long in England and at the English court, Louis  de
Bretails.B

During his journey his religious and social duties did not allow Rivers to
have  a good look at the  text, but he remembered  it‘later, when he had been made
governor of the  young Edward, Edward  IV’s son.  It seemed a suitable book for
the prince and the Earl decided to translate it for the use of his pupil. We know all
this from his own preface and there is no reason to doubt his word. Why he
decided to have the book  printed  is another matter. Rivers must have known
Caxton’s  edition  of that other collection of moral tales, the  Game and  Playe  of the
Chesse,  dedicated to the Duke of Clarence in 1475, and Caxton’s own translation
of the  Historie  of Jason, probably printed in  1477, and also presented to young
Edward.9 Perhaps the Earl liked the idea of a wide readership for his work,
perhaps he had heard that Colard Mansion was printing or had printed the
French  text  and remembered that the great bibliophile Louis de Gruuthuse,
who'm Rivers had met during his  exile  and on several other occasions, was
Mansion’ 5patron. '° It may have been considered fashionable to patronise a
printer and advise him on what to publish. Evén if  that  were true Rivers was
almost unique among aristocrats in doing so. It IS remarkable  that  Gruuthuse,
who certainly had close connections with Mansion, is not known to haveowned a
single printed book, and  that  Rivers’ work, when it was aCtually presented to
Edward  _IV, was given in a manuscript edition, even though the  text  was already
in the press.  " '  '  -

Evidence about presentation and ownership must be  sought  in the
manuscript itself. Lambeth M5265?z is an attractive book, carefully written on
vellum, but not particularly magnificent. The well-known opening miniature is
small (85  X  100 mm) and neatly executed. ‘3 It represents on the left Rivers,
kneeling on his right knee, wearing armour and a surcoat with his intricate coat of
arms;" he 15 hand_ing_ a book to the King. In the foreground, on the Earl’s right
and half behind him, is another man, presumably the original author, Guillaume
de Tignonville, kneeling 1n the same way, his hands half-raised and empty. He 18
tonsured and wears  a  long black gown. ‘5 On the right IS the King, crowned and
_seated, flanked on his left by the Queen and, in the foreground, the little Prince.
On the King’s  right, in the background, stand six courtiers, one of them royally
dressed  like  the King and the Prince, but wearing no crown or coronet. Since the
Duke of Clarence was already in prison at the time the manuscript was finished
(see below) and the picture is very accurate in its details — dress, heraldry, crowns
_—. this fourth royal figure may well represent Richard of Gloucester. '

Below the miniature, on the  same folio  vib," are twelve lines of dedicatory
verse:

This' boke  late translate here in sight
By Antony Erle  [blank] that  vertueux  knight,
Please it to  accepte to youre noble grace
And at your convenient leysoure and space
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It to see reede and understand,
A  precious jewell for allc youre  10nd;

:  For therin is  taught  howe and in what wyse
Men vertues  shulde  use and vices deszuse
The subgettes  theire  Princes ever  obeye
And they theim in right defend ay,
Thus to do every man in his degre
Graunte of his grace the-Trinite.”

It was this poem, inserted on a separate leaf into the manuscript, that turned the
book into a presentation copy; it contains no other indication of being a
prospective gift to a particular individual. The poem has also been assumed to
prove  that  it was Anthony Woodvillc himself who presented this copy, but is this
assumption inevitable? In view of the date of the manuscript  (1477, see below),
and the style of the miniature” there can be little doubt  that  ‘youre noble grace’
whom it may please ‘to accepte it’ was Edward IV, but the poem does not say who
the donor was. It emphasises the identity of the noble translator and the general
usefulness of the  book, a ‘precious jewell for alle youre lond’. In its intention it
appears to echo the epilogue Caxton wrote for his printed edition of the  Order  of
Chivalry (1484), in which he enumerates the didactic virtues of his book and
suggests that the King cbuld be instrumental in ‘spreading the word’, seeing to it
that his subjects benefit from the  book’s  advice to the advantage of all."

Many medieval manuscripts have opefling miniatures recalling the  first
presentation of the  text:  the scene not only occurs in the actual presentation copy
but in  most other  and later illustrated copies. They show the kneeling author
and/ or translator handing his book to a standing or seated patron, who is usually
surrounded by some  members of his retinue. It is very likely that the picture in
Lambeth 265 follows this pattern: the painter read the prologue — or was
instructed by someone  who had  —  and put in the author, Guillaume de
Tignonville, ‘provost of parys’, in clerical garb  (prevét  =  provost  =  priest), and
the translator, Rivers, in his full  coat  of arms to display his many quarterings.20
Because Rivers was the translator of the  text  he need not  also  have been the donor
of  this  manuscript: he could and would be included in the opening miniature
anyway as translator. It is possible therpfore that the manuscript was given — or
meant to be given — by someone else;

The scribe signed the end of the book in a modest corner:  Apud sanctum
Jacobum  in  campis  per haywarde2l (‘at  St J ames-in-the-Fields, by Haywarde’). ‘St
James’ is no doubt the hospital of St James which had such close connections with
Westminster  itself and housed  a  mixed  population in the fifteenth  century.  Apart
from any brothers and sisters and incidental pilgrims, it was used by the provost
of Eton as his town  house  and provided hospitality to a man like Pietro
Carmeliano, the Italian humanist. The  hospital  and its residents probably played
a role in the  ‘bookish’ activity of the royal and religious community at
Westminster and Haywarde was part of this world, like other scriveners and the
actual readers of  books, and from c.1477, the printer, Caxton.22 Haywarde’s
contribution to Lambeth 265, however, was as humble as his signature, for he
slavishly copied everything Caxton had printed: the translator’s preface, the full
text, Caxton’s‘ own additions as editor and printer,” and the printer’s colophon
with minimal changes." At the end of the main  text, however,- the scribe inserted:
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And one  William Caxton  atte  desire of my lorde Ryvers emprinted  many  bakes  after
the tonour and forme of this  boke  .  .  .3

Apparently the only genuine addition to the  text  by the scribe into this
presentation copy are these lines emphasising to the reader the extraordinary
availability of this  text, of which so many identical copies had been made by the
recently installed printing press. It was clearly Caxton who would benefit  most
from having the manuscript read, particularly by the King and his court and it
may well have been at the printer’s request that a scribe living within  easy reach
produced a ‘presentable’ copy.

Several questions about the actual making of the manuscript copy have
troubled modern scholars. Could the manuscript have been produced between 18
November 1477, the date of the printer’s colophon, and 24 December, the date
given by the scribe in his? Did the scribe work from another manuscript or from
the printed  text, and if the latter, did he use the first or the second  edition,  the one
made in  1477, the other after 1478?

The manuscript both agrees and disagrees with both editions, and in  some
instances it agrees with what was probably the  first  edition' only by later
correction.26 The scribe could have been working simultaneously with the press,
copying such quires as were finished, or he may have used a manuscript related to
Caxton’s  exemplar, merely being kept updated on the printer’s changes and
additions. The latter procedure would better explain the divergences between the
hand-written version and the printed  texts, as it would give even more scope for
inaccuracies and copying errors as well as improvements by scribe and typesetter.

It must  also  be remembered that the finishing date given by the scribe
probably only refers to the actual copying work, not to the illumination of the
capital letters or the making of the opening miniature and the writing of the
dedicatory verse.  Verse  and miniature are on a separate leaf and the style of the
miniature is altogether different from  that  of the Italianate capitals.27

Below Haywarde’s colophon a sixteenth-century hand inserted thirteen lines of
verse on the wisdom of heathen philosophers which Christians should emulate.
The lines are finished off by carefully drawn capitals, linked together, with a dot
and an oblique stroke before and after:

/.TER./
The meaning of these initials is not  known.  Haywarde’s signature is at the foot of
the page.

On the recto side of the last fly leaf, in the upper part of the page, is a single,
large, very neat, professional-looking signature. Its underlining is prominent and
straight and it ends in decorative loops in a manner common in the late fifteenth
and early sixteenth centuries. It has  been  thoroughly erased. M. R. James could
not read it but added as a footnote to his description of the manuscript”: ‘1 have
often wondered whether it was not that of Richard  III’.  Unfortunately it is
illegible even under ultraviolet light, but the little that is visible shows clearly_that
it was not  a  signature of Richard or an ex libris of his.

The book cannot be proved to have been Richard’s. It may have been
Edward  IV’s, on the evidence of the verse dedication, but the  book  itself does not
contain any actual indication of ownership. It could have been given to Edward,
Prince of Wales, for whose sake the translation was made:
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. .  at the  last  concluded in my selfe to translate it  int'd thenglyssh  tonge, wiche in my
jugement was not before.  Thynkynge  also  ful necessary to my said  lord  [the  Prince] -
the understandyng therof.29

It may be significant that the manuscript has only one  nata  in the hand of the
scribe (f. 38b) and that this was put opposite the lines ‘Be to thi fader and to thi
moder as thou wilt thi children ben to the. Perhaps by calling attention‘ to this
particular piece of advice, here attributed to Socrates, Haywarde indicated  that
he knew to whom the manuscript was to be given.

In the last gnalysis it is not possible to be sure who received this _copy and it is
even less certain who had the manuscript made and who gave it away. The
evidence is insufficient, much is circumstantial, some details are difficult to
intérpret. The present authors add another suggestion to the existing theories:
this was a speculative  copy commissioned by Caxton which he dedicated to
Edward IV in the hope of advertising his new printing venture.

The  Ellesmere Chaucer
The Ellesmere Chaucer is the finest surviving fifteenth-century manuscript of the
Canterbury Tales;  its pictures Of the pilgrims are known to every schoolchild. It
would be nice to be able to include it among the books once owned or signed by
Richard of Gloucester, but its asso'ciation with him turns out to be a scholarly
aberration and has no basis 1n fact. The details are as follows.

The manuscript is now in the Huntington Library, California, Ms.EL 26 C 9,
and was once part of the great collection of Sir Thomas Egerton, Baron
Ellesmere, and Lord Chancellor to James I.30 The book is remarkable for the
number of inscriptions and scribbles added to it by its readers and owners over
the years." The longe_st addition is a poem written in  a  late fifteenth-century
hand. Its  text  declares it was written from prison and  a  marginal. note ascribes its
authorship (or merely its writing) to an unknown person called  ‘Rotheley’:  per
Rotheley.  It has two  parts, a  total of 26 stanzas, 192 lines, and IS in praise of the de
Vere family. The author celebrates Vere as the spring (ver), as the blue boar,
giving a history of the badge of the blue boar, the virtues of  Vere  and the  motto
vero  nil  verius  (there is nothing truer than truth). He prophesies  that Vere  will
rescue the  Lion, and the penultimate  stanza  is addressed to the  ‘Royal  Boar’.32
There is not much doubt that the  poem  is in praise of the de Vere family and its
blue boar and that it celebrated the de Vere return to power after Bosworth: ‘now
of all England he hathe avauntage’ (line 134). ’3 The  ‘royal  boar’ addressed near
the end of the poem is undoubtedly the same blue de  Vere  boar,  the regal adjective
being explained by the de  Vere  descent from Edward  III.  3‘

'  In  1926  Edwin Ford Piper interpreted the  ‘Royal  Boar’ addressed 1n the
poem as Richard III, dated the poem to 1483-5, and contended  that  Rotheley’s
poem intended to recommend the  exiled  de Veres to the new King. He wondered,-
too, if the manuscript itself had once belonged to the de Veres and whether it had
passed to Richard of Gloucester, with the dc  Vere  lands he was granted by
Edward IV. ’5 In fact there IS no ownership of the manuscript recorded clearly' 1n
its  pages  before that of the Drury family of Essex (and their Waldegrave relatives)
around 1500. 3‘ It' IS entirely appropriate to consider  that  it was a Drury, probably
Sir Robert Drury (died 1536) who was executor to the thirteenth de  Vere  Earl of
Oxford in 1513, who had the poem in praise of Vere added to his manuscript in
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honour  of his own de  Vere  patrons.37 There  is no  evidence  at all to  make either
Gloucester  or  a  de  Vere  an  owner  of the  ‘Ellesmere  Chaucer’.
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We are  grateful  to the staff of Lambelh Palace  Library for  their  assistance while consulting the ms.

However  fanciful  some of the  ascriptions,  the stories did  make pre-humanisl  readers aware of some  real
ancient  philosophers and their work.

The provost was the  governor  of Paris  appointed  by the  king.  For de Tignonville  see,  Lexicon  dex Millelalters.
Munich/Zfirich,  [in  progress], s.v. Diem philasoplmmm; R.  Eder,  Tignonvilluna  inedila,  Romantic/w
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and an  edition  of this  text; The Dirt: and  Sayings  of the  Philosophers.  The  translation:  made  by Stephen Scrape.
William  Worcester  and an  anonymous  translator, ed. C. F.  Bfihler, EETS OS 2] l, (1941  for  I939; repr.  I961),
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Philosophen, Anglia,  vol. 59 (I935), pp.328-44, esp.338—9. De  Tignonville  was  a  member of the  tour amaureuse
of Charles V] of France, friend of Eustace Deschamps and  Christine  de Pisan. His  Dias  moraulx  was very
popular wim \he French  royal family:  It was  owned  by the Dukes of  Savoy and  Burgundy.  and nobleman  like
Louis de  Gruulhuse, Philip of Cleves and  Jean  de  Lannoy, and  probably found  in every library worth  the
name.  More than forty mss. survive.

Bijhlcr,  Diets  (see  n.3),  introduction, passim; thirteen  mss. of  English translations  survive, three of Rivers'.

M. Baleson, George Ashby's  Poems, EETS ES 76  (1899); V. J.  Seaman-good, Palilics  and  Poetry in the  Fifteenth
Century.  London  1971,  pp.282-6.

Caxton  wrote in his  epilogue:  ‘.  .  .  the bokes made in  frenshe which  I had  ofte  afore  redde', W. J. B.  Crotch,
The  Prologues  and  Epilogues  of William  Caxton,  EETS OS I76 (I928), pp.18-9. For Mansion’s  edition  see,
Nan'ce  sur  Colard  Mansion  .  .  ., Paris  l829, pp.44-5; Biihler (see n.3) pp.xv-xvi (where it is  dated  to  c.1477),
353-4.

Hillmair  (see n.3), p.335.  Caxton  (see  preceding note) continued:  ‘but certaynlyl had seen none  in  Englyssh  til
that tyme’, i.e.  until  he saw Rivers' work.  Apparently neither  Rivers nor  Caxton were  very an  couranl  (or
pretended  no! ‘0 be?)

Louis de Brelails (Brelaylles, Bretelles) was  already a  member of Rivers' entourage  in I467  when  he took part
in the Smithfield  tournament.  He is most famous for his disapproval  ofthe peace ofPicquigny —  a  disapproval
shared by Richard ofGloucesler— and his  prophetié  remark  that  the French  would  make fun of the  English
(Philippe  de Commines’ memoirs in any edi‘ion, bk.4, chJO). He sewed  Edward W  on many ambassadorial
missions.

Chronology ofCaxton’s  early work  from L.  Hellinga,  Caxton  in  Focus.  London  1982, p.83. In  contemporary
French mss. the  Diets  mamulx  and  a  French  translation  of James of Cessolis' Game  of Chess  are  often  found
together.

The text of Mnnsion's  edition  is closely related to the ms.  owned  by Gruuthuse, now Paris, BN  ms.fr.l105

(Bfihler  (see  n3), p.xix). This ms. and Mansion's exemplar may share  a  common 'anoestor', but it is no  longer
assumed that nobleman such as  Gruuthuse  or the Dukes of  Burgundy themselves  actually allowed their
luxurious mss. to be copied in workshops or  printing houses; mere may still be  a  close  though indirect link
between  the  private  copy, in  this  case Gruuthuse's, and the printer’s publication. See  e.g.  Vlaamse  [(uns'l  op
Perkament, cat.  of an  exhibition  at the Gruulhuse museum, Bruges, 1981, pp.2l  7-9.

0n ms. copies of primed books, see N. F.  Blake,  Manuscript  to  print, in J. Griffiths and D. Pearsall,  eds.,  Book
Production  and  Publishing in Britain,  1375-1475,  Cambridge  I989, pp.403-32', and mg. K. L. Scott, The  Caxton
Master  and His Palrans,  Cambridge  I976, p.xi. On the  question  of  some  people's preference for ms. books  e.g.
A. Derolez, The  copying ofprinled  books for humanistic  bibliophiles  in the  fifteenth  century, in  From  Script  to
Book.  A  Symposium.  ed. H.  Bekker-Nielsen, el  al.. Odcnse 1986, pp.  I  40-60; on some less  well known  ms. copies

of  printed books,  C. L.  Lulz, Essays  on  Manuscripts  and  Rare  Banks,  Hamden, Conn.  I975, pp.l3l-8.

Described in M. R. James, A Descriptive Catalogue  of the  Manuscripls  in the  Library of Lambelh Palace.
Cambridge  I932, pp.412-4. 41.
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The miniature is  illustrated  in  e.g.  H.  Cole, The  Wars aft/1e  Roses;  London  1973, opp.  p.120  (actual  size); A.

Cheetham, Richard  III.  London  I972I p.79;  The  Chronicles  of the  Wars  of [he  Roses.  gen.  ed. E. Hallam,

London 1988, p.283.  See  also note  18, below.

Rivers’ arms in the miniature are: l.  Woodville, argent, a  fess  and canton conjoined gules; 2.  Reviers  ('2  Earls  of

Devon;  and  Lords  of the Isle of  Wight. as  Rivers  was), gules, a griffin segreant or; 3. Lusignan/ Luxembourg,

barry often argent and  azure,  over  all a  lion  rampant and  crowned  gules; 4. Baux, gules, a  sun in his  splendour

(or a slar) argent; 5. Gabyan  ('1),  gules, gm eagle displayed or; 6.  Beauchamp, vair.  We are grateful to  Peter

Hammond  for his help and  suggestions, especially concerning the  last  two  coats. Rivers  married, before

October  1480, Mary, daughter and heir of Sir  Henry Filzlewis; but her  arms  are not  included.

It is  remarkable  how prominent  this  ‘second  donor' is and how  carefully depicted.  His  tonsure  is obvious, his

black gown with its white trimmings painted with  care. There have  been differences of opinion  over  the identity

of this  man: is it Caxton; the  scribe  of the  ms., ‘Haywarde’ (see  below); the original author (Guillaume de

Tignonville); or ‘a  philosopher”? For  various theories  about the identity of the  second ‘donor’ see [W.  Blades],

The  Dimes  and  Sayings  of (he  Philosophers,  facsimile  edn., Londén  1877, p.xii  (the scribe); N. F.  Blake,

Caxton  ': Own  From.  London  I973, pp.221-2, and his Manuscript to print (see n.l l), p.4l 3  (Haywarde); Dr. P.

Tudor-Craig in  Richard  III,  cat.  of the NFC exhibition, I973, p.31, item 66  (Caxton); G. D. Painter, William

Caxton.  London 1976, p.90  (Haywarde); A. I.  Doyle, English  Books  In and Out of Court, in  English  Court

Culture  in the  Later  Middle Ages.  ed. J. V. Scattergood and J. W.  Sherbome, London  1983, p.18l, n.54

(Haywarde).  It is  likely, however, that  Rivers’ companion is neither the  printer  nor the  scribe.  Caxton  would

not be given a  tonsure, and why should  he figure so prominently in a  manuscript  version? Would the  scribe  have

had the  impertinence  to  have himself depicted  as prominently as the  noble  translator of the text? The  fact  that

in the  case of  this  ms. we happen to  kpow  the  scribe’s name  should  not  make  us  over-emphasise  his  importance.

De Tignonville is the  most  likely candidate.  Rivers  in his prologue  calls  de Tignonville  ‘provost  of  Paris'; in

fifteenth-century English the  word could  be  used both of a military and a religious  official,  and it  also  meant the

equivalent of  ‘priesl’.  It is  very likely that  the  miniaturist misinterpreted  the  little  information he had about the

original author and  assumed  he was ‘a  priest  of  Paris’.  The presentation scene ’in  French mss.  have, for

example, de Tignonville himself, or a  monk  ('a philosopher’?) reading or  lecturing.

According to the  modern  pagination; folio 1b in  James (see  n.  [2).

Punctuation  modern. Part  of Anthony Woodville's name  was thoroughly erased  in the  second  line, and equally

thoroughly in other  parts  of the  ms.; see the  description  by M. R.  James (see  n.  [2), but these  erasures  are not

consistent  and no  conclusion  can be drawn  from  them. The largest  erasure must have  contained the  words:  ‘for.

our holy Fader the  Pope  in  this  Royame of England’, so  perhaps  all the erasing was  part  of an ill-informed

Protestant  cleaning-up, as  happened  in the  case  of religious  books,  see  Crotch (see  n.6),  p.19, ml.

The miniature is  variously judged by modern authorities.  1!  appears  to be  very closely related to the

illustrations of BL, Ms.Harl.326, an English translation of the  French romance  Roman  des  lraisfils  des  rois

(Chronique  the Naples,  Histoire  royaie) and a  closer  study oflhe relationship is required; see H. Grindberg, ‘Tlle

Three Kings' Sans:  Notes  and Critical Commentary’, unpublished  PhD.  thesis, New  York  1968, pp.  10-6.

See The  Ricardian,  vol.  9(199l), pp.  l22-3.

See n. l  5  above.  Miniatures that  show more  than one  presenter  are  rare  and not  open  to  unequivocal

interpretation. See  e.g.  BL, Ms.  Royal I 7  E  v: the presentation miniature  shows Vasco  de Luoena offering his

translation  oenophon’s  Cyropédie  to  Charles  the  Bold.  Among the  people  in the  room  there are  several  with

distinctly ‘exotic' looks  and one  ofthem, who is pointing at the translator and looking at the Duke, may well

have been  meant to  represent  Xenophon  himself. Also  Vienna, Austrian  National  Library,  Cod.2550,  £5:

Laurent  de Premierfait présenting his translation to the  Duke  of  Berry;  the oddly dressed  man who actually

puts  his hand on the  Duke’s sleeve  as if admonishing him,  could  be one of the original  classical  authprs,

presumably Aristotle.  A similar  scene is BL, Ms.Harl.4826, [1‘ (also  an  inserted leaf):  Lydgale and a pilgrim

present  Lydgate's  Pilgrimage  of the  Life  of Man to the  Earl  of  Salisbury.

Folio  106, lower  right  corner,  in the hand and the ink of the  text.

6.  Rosser,  Medieval Westminster,  l200-1540,  Oxford I989,  pp.300-9,  209-15.  It is a pity Rosser doesn't

mention  Haywarde,  who  would  fit so  well  into the  ‘scene‘ created  by him.

Caxton added, or  rather  re-inserled,  several passages omitted  by Rivers, see The  Ricardian,  vol.  9 (I991),

ppJ 13-4.

Caxton had printed:

Thus  endeth  this  book of the  dyctes  and  notable wyse  sayenges  ofthe phylosophers late  translated and  drawen
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out of frenshe imo our  englisshe tonge  by my forsaide  lorde  Therle of Ryvers and lord Skales. and by his
comandement  setle in  fame  and  emprynted  in this  manere  as ye may here in this  booke  see  Whiche  was
fynisshed the  .xviij.  day of Novembre. the seventenlh yere  ofthe regne  of  kyng Edward the  fourth.
Haywarde  wrote (IT. lOSb— 106):

Thus  endeth  the  bake  of the dicles and  notable  wise sayenges  of Philosphres. late translated out of fl' renssh into
Englissh.  by my forsaide lorde. Therle of  [deleted] and by his comaundemem sette in l'ourme and  emprinted  in
right  substanciale maner And  this  boke was l'finisshed the xxiiij. day of December. the xvijth.  yere  of our  liege
lord.  king Edward ye iiijlh. .
The printer's colophon only appears in one  copy, Manchester,  John Rylands  Library Inc.15542.  It has been
suggested that this  colophon was  added  later  to an  existing copy; the second  edition,  primed c. I480,  contains
me same colophon. See  Hellinga  '(see m9),  pp.77-82,  where the  page  is illustrated and the problem discussed,
and  Blake,  Ms. to  print (see  n.ll),  p.4l4.
Our italics.

On these problems see: C. F.  Biihler,  The  Diem  and  Sayings  of the  Philosophers.  The  Library.  4th series, vol. I  5
(I934),  pp.3l6-29; the same,  More about  The  Dicte:  and  Sayings  of the  Philosophers,  ibid.,  vol. 21  (194]),
pp.284-90; G.  Legman,  A  word  on  Caxton’s  Dicles, ibid.,  5th series, vol.  3  (I948), pp.l55-85; C. F.  Biihler,
Some observations on The  Dine:  and  Sayings  of (he  Philosophers, ibid.,  vol. 8  (1953),  pp.77-88,  esp. 87. n.2;
Blake, Ms. to  print  (see n.l I),  pp.413-4.

Part ofa  page  with  a 6-line initial  is illustrated in  Hellinga  (see  m9),  pl.iii.
James  (see  n.l2, above), p.4l4, n.l.

Rivers’ introduction, see Hiltmair  (see n3), p.335.
C. W.  Dutschke,  Guide  to  Medieval  and  Renaissance Manuscripls  in the  Huntington Library,  2  vols.. San
Marino,  Cal.,  1990, vol. I, pp.4l-50; The  Ellesmere  Chaucer  Reproduced  in  Facsimile.  introduced by A.
Egerton, 2  vols.,  Manchester  19”;  H. C. Schulz, The  Ellesmere  Manuxcript  of the  Canterbury Tales.  San
Marina  1966.

Including some lines of verse on  f.ii  by Francis  Thynne,  the book collector and son of  William,  the  editor  of
Chaucer. Francis was Lancaster  herald  and  a  friend of Ellesmere. He  wrote  similar lines in the Collection of
Romances and Old Testament Stories  once  owned by Richard of Gloucester,  Longleat  Ms.257,  see the present
authors’ Richard  Iil’s  Books: ll. A  Collection  of Romances.  . .  ,  The  Ricardian,  vol.  7(1987), p.434, n.34.
Thynne’s addition  is not noticed by J. M.  Manly and E. Rickert, The  Text  of the  Canterbury Tales,  Chicago
1940, VOL I,  pp.l49-159,  which describes the ms. in detail, nor by the  introduction  to the  facsimile edition, nor
by Dutschke. See also J. Burke Severs and A. E. Han  ung,  gen.  eds.,  A Manual  of the  Writings  in  Middle  English,
10504500.  8  vols.,  New  Haven,  Conn.I  1967-89,  vol. 5, XIII  [215]  and references  given  there.  —  Prof. J. H.
Fischer has  been kind enough  to express his interest in ‘hese scribbles by FrancisThynne;  he is  preparing a new
facsimile  edition  of the ms. and may be able to put  Thynne’s ‘contribution’ in context.
The text is  given  in E. F. Piper, The  Royal  Boar and the Ellesmere Chaucer,  Plnilalagical  Quarterly,  vol.  5
(1926),  pp.33l-335. It is also in the  facsimile edition  (see  n.30),  vol. 1, fliii verso—iv; it is  written  in  a late
fifteenth-century hand.
The  dating of the poem’s composition has been rather  whimsical: Manly and Rickert (see  n.31), pp.IS6-7,
wanted l445-72  and  forcefully cpntradicted  Piper’s  theory (see n.32) of l483-S.  Manly and  Rickert are,
however, too  enthusiastic  for an  early de  Vere ownership of the ms. for  which  there is no  real  evidence.  Equally
whimsical  is the  attribution  of lh'e poem to Sir  Richard  R005, to  whom  most  anonymous fifteenth-century
verse was  given  by Ethel Seaton, Sir  Richard  Roas,  Lancaslrian  Poet,  c.14l0-l482.  London 1961, pp.42l-9.
The de Vere  royal  descem, ‘hrough several lines, is set out by Manly and Ricker! (see  n31), p.157.
Piper (see  n.32), pp.330-40. He also asserted (p.337) that  the poem  actually says  the de Veres were not  royal  in
any sense, citing line 135:  ‘Owte except the Blade  Ryall  the most trewyst lynage’.  What  this line is  really saying
is that ‘exoept for the royal  family itself the de Vere: have the truest  lineage’, not that me de  Veres  have no  royal
blood.
For the ownership inscriptions see Dutschke (see  n.30), pp.49-50; the facsimile edition  (see  n30). vol. I, pp.S-7,
and  Manly and Rickerl  (see  n.3l), vol. I, pp.l52-9. Both the latter  tend  to  prolong the  ownership sequence
backwards  on too  little  or no evidence. There is  nothing to support  Manly and Rickerl's  theory that  Sir Robert
Drury acquired  the ms. from the de Veres  while  executor lo the l3th Earl (pp.lS7-9).
There is no evidence that it was  Rotheley who  wrote  the  poem into  the book. not yet  that, ifhe was the  scribe,

he  also  composed it.


